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Abstract 

Thick nickel electrodes with lightweight substrate material have been prepared and tested 
in Ni/H2 boilerplate ceils containing 26% KOH electrolyte. Lightweight substrates used in 
this study were either 85 or 90% in porosity and either 0.8 or 2 mm in thickness, respectively, 
compared with 80 to 82% porosity and 0.75 to 0.8 mm thickness of the state-of-the-art 
sintered plaque substrate. All of these thick electrodes had substantially improved theoretical 
(or chemical) capacity over that of state-of-the-art sintered nickel plaque electrodes. However, 
utilization of the active material was low (65 to 80%) compared with that of the state- 
of-the-art electrodes (approximately 90%) in 26% KOH. Due to this low utilization, the 
electrodes using 85% porous substrates did not show any advantage over the state-of-the- 
art ones. The electrodes using a 90% porous substrate, however, showed 17% higher usable 
specific capacity (about 0.13 Ah/g in 26% KOH) than that of the state-of-the-art nickel 
electrodes despite the low utilization. These electrodes achieved up to 4860 cycles at 40% 
depth-of-discharge with neither capacity loss nor any significant changes of rate capability 
and charging efficiency with cycling. 

Introduction 

A lightweight long-life battery is desired as space power needs grow [1]. The 
Ni/H2 cell is well known for its long cycle life [2, 3] and high reliability for space 
power application. Although the Ni/Cd battery is available as an alternate energy- 
storage device for long-life spacecraft, it is less attractive than the Ni/H2 battery for 
high power spacecraft. Therefore, a Ni/H2 battery with improved specific energy is 
highly desirable. The nickel electrode is the heaviest component  of  present Ni/I-I2 cells 
and the nickel electrodes account for about one third of  the cell weight. The weight 
of  the sintered plaque substrate material is approximately 60% of the nickel electrode. 
Therefore, a high porosity (90%) plaque substrate material is very attractive compared 
with the state-of-the-art sintered nickel plaque (80 to 82% porous), because a 90% 
porous substrate material has only one half the weight of  a state-of-the-art sintered 
plaque substrate. In addition, the use of  fewer thick (e.g., 2 ram) nickel electrodes 
will reduce  the number of  separators, hydrogen electrodes, and other  auxiliary com- 
ponents, and thereby further reduce total cell weight. Highly porous (85 to 90%) 
nickel plaque substrates made of  50% nickel powder and 50% nickel fiber are 
commercially available ( 'Fibrex' from National Standard Co.). Nickel electrodes made 
of these substrates are attractive for use in a lightweight Ni/H2 cell [4]. High active 
material utilization ( >  100%) was observed with thin electrodes made of  90% porous 
substrate after several hundred cycles in a cell flooded with 26% K O H  electrolyte. 
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This paper reports the results of performance and cycle-life tests of similar nickel 
electrodes using thick high porosity (85 to 90%) substrates in boilerplate Ni/I-I2 cells. 
Results of initial and post-cycling characterizations and destructive physical analysis 
are also discussed. 

Experimental 

Nickel electrodes 
The electrode substrate material was of the sintered type having a composition 

of 50% Ni fiber, 40% Ni powder and 10% Co powder ('Fibrex' brand from National 
Standard Co.). A scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of this substrate material is 
shown in Fig. 1. Electrodes were prepared without coining plaque substrate and loaded 
with active material using an electrochemical impregnation technique in an aqueous 
ethanol bath [5]. Electrodes for A-type cells were prepared using substrate material 
which was nominally 0.8 mm thick and 85% porous. Those for B- and C-type cells 
were 2 mm thick, 85% porous while those for D-type cells were 2 mm thick but 90% 
porous. B- and C-type electrodes were identical except that C-type electrodes were 
loaded heavier than the B-type. 

Cell designs 
All test cells were demountable boilerplate cells similar to those used in our 

earlier studies [6, 7]. They were made of a heavy wall (1 inch thick) stainless-steel 
vessel. All cell stacks were in a back-to-back configuration as shown in Fig. 2 (A-type 
cells) and in Fig. 3 (B-, C- and D-type cells). All electrodes had the same dimensions 
as for the USAF/Hughes standard 3.5-inch diameter individual pressure vessel (IPV) 
cell [8]. A-type cells had two pairs of nickel electrodes. Other cells (B-, C- and D- 

Fig. 1. SEM pictures of a 90% porous 'Fibrex'-sintered electrode substrate material. 
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Fig. 2. Type A Ni/H2 boilerplate cell stack design using 0.8 mm thick electrodes. 
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Fig. 3. Type B, C, and D Ni/H2 boilerplate cell stack design using 2 mm thick electrodes. 

types) had one pair  of  nickel e lectrodes with an electrolyte reservoir made  of poly- 
propylene  (PP) felt. Al l  cells were activated using 26% K O H  electrolyte and had an 
excess amount  of  the electrolyte (approximately  10-20 ml) at  the bot tom of  the pressure  
vessel. A- type  cells were ra ted  at 5.0 All  and the other  cells at 6.0 Ah. 

Performance and cycling tests 
A series of  capacity measurements  was ca rded  out pr ior  to cycling for initial 

character izat ion of  the test  cells. This character izat ion test involved measurements  of  
cell capacity using various charge and discharge rates in o rde r  to evaluate the effects 
of  the rates on the capacity. Fo r  the charge rate  effect, cells were charged at C/IO 
rate  for 18 h, C/2 rate  for 160 min, or  C rate  for 80 rain, respectively, followed by 
discharge at C/2 to 1.0 V and then to 0.5 V. For  the discharge-rate  effect, cells were 
charged at C/2 ra te  for 160 min followed by discharge at C/5, C/2, C or 2C rates,  
respectively, to 1.0 V and then to 0.5 V. 

The  low ear th  orbi t  type cycling tests were ca rded  out  at 40% depth-of-discharge 
of  the  ra ted capacity at 20 °C in an air-circulated constant  t empera tu re  chamber.  Cells 
were discharged at 0.69 C ra te  for 35 rain followed by a 55 min charge at  0.46 C for 
105% recharge. Test  cells were cycled up to 4860 cycles. Inter im capacit ies were 
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measured  after 521 and 1600 cycles. For  these measurements  the cycling test was 
in ter rupted  at the end of  charge and then the cells were discharged at C/2 to 0.5 V. 
Subsequently, capacit ies were measured  twice more by charging at C/2 for 160 min 
followed by discharging at C/2 to 0.5 V. Af te r  cycling, a post-cycling character izat ion 
test was carried out  using a procedure  similar to the initial character izat ion test. 

Destructive physical analysis 
Destructive physical analysis was carried out  on all test cells. The  analysis involved 

visual inspection of  cell components  during disassembly of  the cell stack, measurements  
of  nickel e lect rode expansion, SEM of the electrodes,  chemical  analyses, and e lec t rode  
capacity measurements  in f looded electrolyte cells. These  cells were made  of  two nickel 
electrodes for A- type  and one nickel e lect rode for B-, C- and D-type,  respectively. 
The  capacities were measured by cycling three t imes successively in 26% KOH,  31% 
KOH,  and 36% K O H  electrolytes, respectively. The cycling involved charging for 
18 h at 0.30 A followed by discharging at 1.5 A to 0.5 V. 

Results and discussions 

Nickel electrodes were p repared  using plaque substrates of  85 and 90% in porosi ty 
and 0.8 and 2 mm in thickness, respectively. Act ive-mater ia l  loading levels ranged 
from 1.54 to 1.75 g/cm 3 void. Electrode loading data  and theoret ical  cell capacity da ta  
for individual e lectrodes are summarized in Table  1. The  theoret ical  capacity was 
calculated from the electrode weight gain from active mater ia l  impregnat ion under  
the assumption that  all active mater ial  is Ni(OH)2 and one electron transfers pe r  
nickel atom. This theoret ical  specific capacity value is substantially higher than that  
of  the state-of- the-art  e lectrodes (0.11 to 0.12 Ah/g). Fo r  example, average values for 

TABLE 1 

Electrode-loading data for boilerplate test cells 

Cell Electrode Plaque Average loading Theoretical specific Theoretical cell 
no. thickness porosity level capacity ~ capacity b 

(mm) (%) (g/cm 3 void) (Ah/g) (Ah) 

A1 0.810 85.5 1.59 6.32 
A2 0.828 86.0 1.55 6.32 
A3 0.805 85.7 1.58 6.29 

B1 2.251 85.8 1.54 0.147 8.64 
B2 2.234 86.0 1.55 0.148 8.62 
B3 2.144 85.6 1.63 0.150 8.63 

C1 2.294 86.4 1.66 0.158 9.56 
C2 2.212 85.7 1.74 0.155 9.50 
C3 2.215 85.6 1.69 0.153 9.28 

D1 2.155 90.4 1.74 0.186 9.82 
D2 2.155 91.2 1.75 0.193 9.93 
D3 2.225 92.0 1.72 0.190 10.05 

~l'heoretical specific capacity of the state-of-the-art electrode is 0.11-0.12 Ah/g. 
bRated capacity of A1, A2, and A3 ceils was 5 Ah and that of others was 6 Ah. 
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Cell History 

A1 
A2 
A3 
B1 
B2 
B3 
C1 
C2 
C3 
D1 
D2 
D3 

Failed after 2354 cycles 
Failed after 2937 cycles 
Failed after 2017 cycles 
Failed after 2011 cycles 
Failed after 2743 cycles 
Developed short during initial capacity test 
Failed after 2811 cycles 
Failed after 1813 cycles 
Removed after 4860 cycles 
Removed after 4860 cycles 
Removed after 4860 cycles 
Removed after 4860 cycles 

B-type and D-type electrodes are 29 and 65% higher, respectively, than that of the 
state-of-the-art electrodes. These electrodes were tested for their initial performance 
characteristics and cycling behavior in a low earth orbit regime at 40% depth-of- 
discharge in Ni/H2 boilerplate cells. The test history of  individual cells is summarized 
in Table 2. All cells which failed in cycling had an abrupt failure indicating an internal 
short formation. The failed cells showed low end-of-discharge voltage (EODV)  within 
a few cycles when they were recharged and put back into cycling, indicating that they 
had 'soft shorts'. Shorting was further indicated by the fact that the failed ceils would 
not accept charge during subsequent interim capacity measurements. Because of  these 
shorts, post-cycling characterization test results are available only for the four cells 
((23, D1, D2, and D3) which did not fail in the cycling test. Reasons why these cells 
developed the shorts early in their life were not identified. However, it was speculated 
that use of  uneoined electrodes might have caused shorts by an edge damage of  nickel 
electrode by an overcharge either during cycle life test or activation. (B3 cell was 
shorted during activation.) 

Cycling test 
End-of-charge voltages (EOCV) and end-of-discharge voltage (EODV)  of  various 

type of  cells are shown as a function of number of  cycles in Fig. 4. End-of-charge 
pressure (EOCP) and end-of-discharge pressure (EODP)  are shown in Fig. 5. The 
EODV,  EOCP,  and E O D P  gradually decreased with cycling. These decreases were 
found to be due to insufficient charging of  the cells. Possible causes of  this insufficient 
charging with 105% recharge, which is usually more than sufficient for a Ni/H 2 cell, 
may be due to either a high resistance soft short or deterioration of  charge efficiency 
of the nickel electrodes. Changes of interim capacity values are shown as a function 
of number of  cycles in Figs. 6 to 8 for various types of  electrodes. With exception of  
the initial decrease of  capacity with A-type cells and initial increase with C2 and D3 
cells before 500 cycles, cell capacity values were stable throughout the cycles test for 
all cells. These stable capacity values indicate that the decrease in EODV,  EOCP,  
and E O D P  with cycling is due to insufficient charging with 105% recharge ratio rather 
than due to capacity decrease with cycling as indicated by the result of  post-cycling 
capacity measurements (Fig. 8) which did not show any decrease in capacity after 
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Fig. 4. Plots of  end-of-charge voltages (EOC'v's) and end-of-discbarge voltages (EODVs)  vs. 
number of cycles during the cycling test of C-type (85% porous) and D-type (90% porous 
electrodes): (1"1) C3; (+ )  D1; (~) D2, and (A) D3. 

4860 cycles. Utilization change of  active material of  A-type electrodes (85% porous 
0.8 mm thick) is shown as a function of  number of  cycles in Fig. 9. The utilization 
was initially about 85% but decreased to 75 to 78% after 500 cycles. The utilization 
of  B- and C-type electrodes (85% porosity, 2 mm thick) ranged between 65 to 71% 
which did not change significantly up to 1500 cycles. The utilization of  C3 and all of  
D-type electrodes did not change significantly even after 4860 cycles (Fig. 10). Although 
the electrodes with the lightweight substrate had an attractive theoretical (chemical) 
specific capacity, the low utilization of  the active material of  these electrodes is a 
problem. Usable measured specific capacities of  various types of  electrodes are shown 
for comparison in Fig. 11. The usable capacity of  those with 85% porous substrate 
(B- and C-types) was lower than or equal to that of  a state-of-the-art sintered nickel 
electrode, thereby showing no merits over the state-of-the-art one. However, D-type 
electrodes have higher specific capacity (approximately 0.13 Ah/g) than the electrode 
with the state-of-the-art substrate (approximately 0.11 Ah/g). 

lnitial and post-cycling capacity 
Initial and post-cycling characterization tests were carried out according to the 

procedure described in the experimental section. To illustrate the changes of  the cell 
characteristics with cycling, the capacity values of  four cells cycled for 4860 cycles are 
shown as a function of  various charge rates and discharge rates, respectively, in Figs. 
12 and 13. Typical discharge voltage curves at various discharge rates before and after 
the cycling test are shown in Fig. 14 and 15. There were no significant differences in 
charge accepting capability or discharge capability at high rates. 
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Fig. 5. Plots of end-of-charge pressure (EOCPs) and end-of-discharge pressure (EODPs) vs. 
number of cycles during the cycling test of C-type (85% porous) and D-type (90% porous 
electrodes): (I--]) C3; (+) D1; (~) D2, and (A) D3. 
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Fig. 6. Plots of interim capacity values of A-type cells (85% porous, 0.8 mm thick electrodes) 
vs. number of cycles. 

Destructive physical analysis 
All cells were disassembled after post-cycling test for destructive physical analyses 

(DPA). Cell stacks were inspected visually for physical changes of the cell stacks or 
components. No sign of a 'soft short' was found in the stack. Physical condition of 
the cell stacks was good in comparison with those of other long cycled cells [6]. 
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Fig. 8. Interim capacity values of D-type cells (90% porous electrodes) vs. number of cycles. 

There  was a large populat ion of  'popping '  holes in A-type cells which contained 
0.8 mm thick e lect rodes  without the polypropylene felt electrolyte reservoir.  This 
populat ion was much higher than those observed in the s ta te-of- the-ar t  individual 
pressure vessel ( IPV)  cells using zirconia separators  [9]. However,  in o ther  type cells 
which contained 2 mm thick electrodes with the polypropylene felt electrolyte reservoir,  
the 'popping '  hole popula t ion  was much smaller  than in the o ther  cells. The  cause 
of  these differences in degree  of  'popping '  is speculated as follows: in a s tate-of- the-  
art  IPV cell with conventional  nickel e lectrodes and a 'back-to-back '  s tack configuration, 
pores  in the nickel  e lect rode are smaller  than those in the zirconia separator .  Oxygen 
evolved in the  bulk of  the nickel e lectrode should be divided into both sides of  the 
e lect rode because  of  the capillary bubble pressure  in the  pores.  As a result  of  this 
division, roughly one half  o f  the oxygen will go through the separa tor  causing the 
'popping ' .  The  o ther  half  may leave the stack through the gap opening between two 
nickel electrodes.  This gap opening is due to the presence of  the nickel wire screens 
on the back side o f  the e lectrodes preventing the formation of  a tight gas seal between 
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them. However,  gaps between two nickel electrodes in A-type cells were t ighter  than 
those in the state-of- the-art  IPV cells because there  are  no nickel screens in the 
present  electrodes.  Therefore ,  a good port ion of  the oxygen which was evolved in the 
backside of  the  nickel e lectrode might have been forced through large pores  in the 
e lect rodes  which were v i s~ le  when the electrodes were held against a bright light 
source. This addi t ional  oxygen might cause more  severe 'popping '  in these cells than 
the s ta te-of- the-ar t  IPV cell. However,  in o ther  type (B, C, and D) cells which contain 
the polypropylene felt electrolyte reservoir, the pores  in the reservoir a re  larger  than 
those in the e lec t rode  or  the separator .  Therefore ,  most  of  the evolved oxygen is 
expected to go out  of  the stack through the reservoir.  

Heavy disintegration of  polypropylene felt reservoir  mater ial  has been  observed 
in many cells (B2, C2, C3, D2, and D3) showing missing areas  of  the reservoir  material .  
Damage  apparent ly  is by chemical or  electrochemical  dis integrat ion (probably an 
oxidation).  However,  the relative degree of  disintegration was highly variable  showing 
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Fig. 12. Effects of charge rates on measured capacity of C-type (85% porous) and D-type (90% 
porous electrodes) cells before and after the cycling test; BOL: beginning of life, EOL: end of 
life. 

no missing area of the material in some cells (C1, B1, and D1). The cause of such 
variation is not well understood. The average value of the nickel electrode expansion 
after 4860 cycles was less than 15% (Table 3). This expansion is moderate compared 
with those in the state-of-the-art IPV cell [9]. However, there was substantial shedding 
of loose active material with the cycled electrodes during capacity measurements  in 
flooded electrolyte cells. As a result of such loss of active material, measured values 
of electrode capacity are highly variable and often smaller than the capacity in the 
cell as shown in Table 4. Chemical analysis and SEM study of the electrodes are in 
progress in order to evaluate the utilization of the active material in various K O H  
concentrations before and after the cycling test. 
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Concluding remarks 

Nickel electrodes using high porosity 'Fibrex'  substrates have substantially improved 
theoretical capacity over that of state-of-the-art sintered nickel plaque electrodes. 
However, utilization of the active material was low (65 to 80%) compared with that 
of the state-of-the-art ones (approximately 90%) in 26% KOH. The observed low 
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TABLE 3 

Change of electrode thickness after the cycling test 

Cell No. of Electrode thickness Electrode thickness Change 
no. cycles before cycle test (ram) after cycle test (mm) (%) 

A1 2354 0.810 0.995 22.8 
A2 2937 0.828 0.907 9.5 
A3 2017 0.805 0.978 21.5 

B1 2011 2.251 2.302 2.3 
B2 2743 2.234 2_577 15.4 

C1 2811 2.294 2.549 11.1 
C2 1813 2.212 2.445 10.5 
C3 4860 2.215 2.493 12.6 

D1 4860 2.155 2.535 17.6 
D2 4860 2.155 2.522 17.0 
D3 4860 2.225 2.437 9.5 

utilization of  the presently studied electrodes might be due to the presence of  large 
pores as shown in Fig. 1. Due  to this low utilization, the electrodes using 85% porous 
substrates did not show any advantage over the state-of-the-art ones, but the ones 
using a 90% porous substrate showed 17% higher usable specific capacity (about 
0.13 Ah/g in 26% KOH)  than that of  the state-of-the-art  ones. These electrodes 
achieved up to 4860 cycles at 40% depth-of-discharge with nei ther  capacity loss nor 
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TABLE 4 

Electrode-capacity values in flooded cells with 26, 31, and 36% KOH electrolytes. Charged at 
CIIO rate for 18 h followed by discharge at C/2 rate to -1 .0  V vs. a nickel sheet counter 
electrode 

Electrode In cell a Concentration KOH 
(Ah) electrolyte 

26% 31% 36% 
(Ah) (Ah) (Ah) 

C new 3.21 3.41 3.63 
C3 2.3 3.66 3.88 4.14 
D1 3.4 3.27 3.58 3.86 
D2 3.5 2.27 2.52 2.75 
D3 3.3 3.5 3.82 3.92 

"Prior to destructive physical analyses. 

any significant changes of  rate capability and charging efficiency with cycling. We plan 
to investigate these electrodes further to improve the active-material utilization. 
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